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Changes made in revision 24

Ver24 is downloadable, 6.92Mb zipped
Ver24 auto install, no serial number required.
Ver24 has the following changes:

EZ-Logic
    1.    Changed wire traces to count as connected if the wires overlap.
    2.    A "Show Wire Tip" option has been added. This will show a white
space where a wire overlaps when extending a lead.    This disappears when
the connection is actually made.
    3.    Added a "dangling wire warning. Shows an unconnected wire when
Design Check is run.
    4.    Made the error box dialog area bigger so messages will not be cut off.
    5.    Fixed a bug in the dialog that shows errors. It was not initially showing
the flash location for the indicated problem.
    6.    Fixed an internal memory leak in the text table.
    7.    Fixed bug that was causing unconnected pins not to be reported.
   
EZ-Board
    1.    Fixed bug in the Pour command. It will now do multiple pours in the
same command and connect the new blocks together (if they have the same net
name). Before if you poured two rectangles of GND that overlapped, they
would not touch each other.
    2.    Moving objects will now do a "pan bump" if the screen edge is hit.



 
EZ-Symbol
    1.    D and E sheet symbols have been fixed.
    2.    Grid snap is independent from the layout grid. You can now snap without
showing the layout grid.
    
General
    1.    Zooming in/out with the hot key, Ctrl Home, Ctrl PgUp, Ctrl PgDn will now

position on the cursor. NOTE you need to place cursor on a symbol part for this to
work correctly.
 

In the cd  EXTRA folder, (not installed), BCIT libraries are found in 
the New folder in Parts. 

To use the full footprint library, find and double click EzReg.exe. Look in
Extra\New\Register. This will automatically install 152 pad descriptions and

footprints will look better.  In Footprints folder, copy both libraries to C:\program
Files\Bolin Software\EZ-Route2000 Demo\Footprints this will give you many more

footprints to use.
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As you progress through this slide show, I will introduce the following
terms and give a quick description when and where it’s used in our
schematic and as we make our printed circuit board.

Schematic capture  footprints     Schedule or net lines
single or double sided pc boards   update file
instance   input output   section   part number
connection spot   design check   select mode
flash error location   update list   generate schedule
autorouter   autoschedule routes   layout grid
working grid   display grid   silk screen   rats nest
select component   whole   flatten   step and repeat 

EZ-Route2000 is a complete printed circuit design studio.  It allows
you to draw a schematic, uses this information to generate a file
with all the parts and connections to be sent to the printed circuit
editor.  This is called:   schematic capture 
You then make your printed circuit board, print or photoplot and make
excellon drill files to send to your board manufacturer.

I use imperial measurements in this guide.  
You have capability of working in Imperial, Metric or Mils as you use the
program.  You can change to a different measurement as you work
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When this file is loaded in the printed circuit editor, all parts are
placed in columns down the left side of a 16" x 16" screen.  At this
time only the part  footprints  are shown.

Your next task, is to select each part and
move it to it’s place on the printed circuit
board.  When all parts are placed, the
wiring information is added to the
drawing.  
These wire connections are called : 
schedule or net lines  
 shown here as the green lines

I have modified the
footprints to put the
instance’s ( R1, R2 etc)
inside the footprint.  This
will be shown in detail later.
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You can place the schedule
lines to the parts while they
are still in columns, but it

can be difficult to follow with
more complex schematics as
it creates what is known as a 

rats  nest

Schedule lines can be displayed or deleted as you require and
added again when you need them.

You now have a choice, you can use these net lines and manually
replace them with wire or allow the program to auto route them.
 You can make the autorouter do a single or double sided board.



5In the next set of slides, I will draw a schematic, generate the
update file  input it into the pc board editor, place the parts,
wire the board and show how to print the artwork.  Then I
will produce and view my photoplots then make
 excellon drill files.

Start EZ-Route2000, press 
                            FILE 
                       Select New

Select Schematic File      
              Then OK
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This is the schematic editor screen.  It starts as a 17" x 11" sheet 
(B size), it can be easily changed to a smaller or larger size if needed. 
You can also draw a partial schematic and select another sheet for the
rest.

Select more sheets if necessary

Turn the on screen grid
on/off with this icon  
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The standard sheet is 17" x 11"   When your drawing is printed it will be
scaled to fit a standard letter sheet.  It can be portrait or landscape.
All selected drawing sheets are updated into one report when required. 
Connections made between sheets are done by using nets.  

Identities given to a circuit on sheet 1 are carried forward to all used
sheets and into the update file to show the full circuit path.

I have given net
identities to pins 11,
7, 6, 5, 4 for both U1
and U2. 

U1 could be on
sheet 1 and U2 on
sheet 2 

When the update
file is made these
ic’s would be wired
as shown on the
next page
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This also shows how
much cleaner your
schematic can be by
using nets.
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To change the sheet
size, select EDIT then
PROPERTIES, or you
can push the   E   key,
this is the “HOT KEY”
for this purpose. 

Make your selection or
enter a new size by
selecting Custom.

Lets load a few schematic symbols.
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There are two ways to make symbol
selections.  First, select PARTS and select
the library.
This can be tedious as there are many
libraries and over 20,000 symbols.  The
faster way is to use the HOT KEY     J
Press J and enter the symbol name.  It is
searched out and placed on your cursor.
Full listing of libraries shown later.

I pressed  J  entered the
symbol name and placed
them as they appear on
the printed schematic. 
Pressing F10 will rotate
the symbol.

Favorite libraries
that you enter.
Shown later.
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When you load
symbols they first
appear as 
To rotate them,
pressing F10 will
give you UP. 
LEFT, Down

After they have
been placed on
screen, select them
and click again. 
You can then select
LEFT, TOP or
BOTH

By rotating and mirroring, you can make a cleaner schematic
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Finished schematic.

Connection point

Placing the cursor on a
line and double clicking
will place a connection
dot.

Not connected
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Line types

wiring line

Bus line

drawing line

I have added “NETS” to pins 13 - 18 for both
chips and indicated they are connected with the
bus line



14Now that our schematic is
finished, save it.

In REPORTS select
Design Check Schematic is

checked and No
Errors found

After this first set of slides, I will elaborate on
many operations.  One will show what happens if
there is an error and how to handle it.



Create
Update List
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Our Update List..  Shows all parts, footprints needed, instances
and net information.  Check to see that there are no errors and
END_UPDATE_LIST is shown.

PART    1K        R1         DISC-R      PAD    R1           1     EZL#3
Part     value     Instance   footprint   pad   instance    pin   net

You can edit this list to change footprints if required.

The list is displayed in
a single column.  This
is for this show only.



16Lets make a pc board

Go to FILE,
      select NEW 

      PC Board File

           and OK

In FILE, 
select New

Import 
then 
Create board
from update  list

Update board from update list is used
when you are making changes to an
existing board
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 Select the
WinkerA.upd
file
and Open
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Our update list is
shown again.  Check
to see that there are
no errors.

Our footprints are
placed in columns
down the left of a
16" x 16" screen

Zoom in, press Ctrl 
PgUp or click  the      
Icon.  
Select some of the
footprints and move
up to the screen top. 
Move the rest.
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In Edit, select Board
Properties, or press    E 
change the Width and
Length to 3.0" each

I changed the board color.  Press   M    and
make your selection.  Click Board Color
or?  to change and this box will appear.
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I zoomed in and did
a preliminary parts
placement.
I will show how to
move the instances
later.
Now to add the
connection
information.

In REPORTS,
select
Autoschedule
Routes.  This will
use the upd file to
connect all pads
with net lines.

Note the instances
have been moved 

This box shows
how many
connections there
are to be made.Made a few changes



Note the net lines are either point
to point or have a bend.  The bent
lines show that the pads are in the
same grid line. 
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To add copper
traces.  Select lines 
press   L or use 
icon, right click
and select Settings,
make your choice.

In previous versions, the net lines were point to point.  Those in line
would be covered by copper traces and were not seen.  If you didn’t
place in pad center, the net line would not disappear and the
program would show an error.

Via   used for double
sided boards.



Available Selections 
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Possible layouts with
different backgrounds.
I will show how I made
this layout after we
print, photoplot and
create drill files.
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In FILE select Print
In Print Setup, you are able to select the
printers you have installed in Windows.
This will be shown later.



Available Selections

Our board
settings. 
 Silk screen

Solder side
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Check Mask for each
layer in Queue



Exploring the Print Panel

Direct 
prints each
layer 

Panels
prints both
layers

Composite
prints layers on top
of each other. 
Layer selection
determines which
layer is viewed best.

Silk, solder Solder, silk
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I’m using Print
Preview to
make these
pages.



Show pads

No Solid, used in
photoplotting. 
Holes create
problems.

Holes, used when
making your own
boards.  Gives a pilot
hole for drill bit

Mirror

None Top bottom Right left Both axis

Used to make sure the film emulsion is against the resist side of the board.
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27Photoplots

In FILE, select Photoplot,
then to set the film size, in
FILE, select Preferences then
Photoplotter
and select the correct film
size. 

You need to
add at least
1" to all
sides of the
layout for
proper
photoplot
generation.
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In FILE, select
Photoplot
and set each
layer to be
photoplotted. 
This is just like
before.

Method needs
to be
DIRECT/Tile

Select the
correct Mask
for each layer

Scale is 1.000 Show Pads is solid
where required Mirror is None
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Pressing   Make photoplot files give this report.  You
can see what the draw and flash codes are for each
layer.  We do not need to worry about the codes as the
files are RS274X, (all data embedded).  Your board
manufacturer will be able to use these files without
needing to input aperture information.



30Press Save As and save the files.  Notice that the file
says  Winker3a.rpt
RPT is an internal file for EZRoute2000 and is stored in
the board folder.  The photoplot files are automatically
saved in the photoplot folder.

Now to view our files

In FILE, select New
then Photplot File
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In File, select 
Open 

Our PC Board folder
is presented. 

 Click 

Select Photoplot files. 
This will open the
photoplot folder so we
can make our selection
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Notice that Winker3a  is listed as:

 Winker3a.01,  Winker3a-02  Winker3a-03
   (silk screen)   (Solder side)  (Soldermask)

I made three photoplots at the same time

We can only load one at a time to view

(If you would like to see all layers at once, I
have a slideshow called Using GC-Prevue
which shows how to use the free version).
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Silkscreen plot
the green lines show the film
edge

Zoom in

Plot -02   solder side Plot -03    soldermask

Plot -01     silkscreen

The blue
indicates what is
drawn, red
indicates flashed

Notice the 1" border



Making Excellon drill files 34

In REPORT, select
 Excellon drill tape

The drill tape report
as first presented.  

I have made selection
changes for my board
mfr. 

 You need to check
with yours to see what
his requirements are.

Do not select
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Excellon Drill Report

Report is shown in
one column

X000375Y000325    Is the hole position
M30 is a machine code to stop
Hole count is shown
T01 = 31 mil is the hole diameter to be drilled
T02 would be shown if there were another drill size
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Save as
 saves the file as
Winker3a.drl

Files to send to your board mfr.
Individual photoplot files
excellon drill file
read me with your instructions.



This slideshow has quickly shown the steps need to enter a
schematic, input this information into the board editor,
layout the board, print or make photoplots and made the
Excellon drill file.  This can be zipped and emailed to
your board manufacturer, or if you want, you can make
your own pc board .  I will soon have a How To Make a
PC Board at Home, School or work.  I will email a copy to
you.
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For more How To Information, please open the Extra and
Slideshow folders in the cd.


